Investing in future talent
The world is rapidly changing. That is why we strive to be proactive and adaptable in
our recruitment approach and thereby attract the best new talent.
Millennials and Generation Z has become one of the most important workf orce
demographics and that trend will only continue to grow over the coming years. That is
why we hire specialised student assistants on an ongoing basis.
Our success as a company is entirely dependent on the success of our employees.
This extends f rom our CEO to our student assistants and it is the reason f or our
comprehensive internal training of f ers. Our new student assistants experience this
f irst-hand through an introduction programme, which f ocuses on how to combine
theory with practice.
Trust and challenges
As a student assistant at Bunker Holding you are treated as an equal part of the team.
You will have the chance to work on major tasks and you will be given responsibility
f or interesting challenges.
“I was trusted with responsibility and have managed to develop my legal skills with the
help of talented colleagues and good feedback from my manager,” says Minela
Husnic, f ormer Student Assistant, now legal counsel in Group Legal Support.
This approach will give you the opportunity to use and ref ine your skills and
knowledge. And it gives you the chance to bring one of your most vital assets into
play; The new ideas and f resh perspective that you carry with you.
It might seem daunting, but don’t worry. With this opportunity comes a thorough
onboarding process that makes sure you are prepared. You will be given the tools
necessary to handle the challenges. All you have to bring is a desire to learn and
improve.
Ready to take the next step in your career?
Take a look at our open positions or send us an unsolicited application. We post all
new open positions on our LinkedIn, so the best way to stay up to date is by f ollowing
us here.
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